...I want you to go to Commondreams, read the headlines on the front page, just the headlines and then tell me what we have become…

The hellish future of Las Vegas in the climate crisis: ‘A place where we never go outside’

Las Vegas is the fastest-warming city in the United States. The city’s poorest residents are most at risk in the heat
Unprecedented Behaviour: Category 5 Dorian Gets Stuck on Grand Bahama Island

…understanding Dorian…

https://paulbeckwith.net/

…more such great news on all those climate emergency pages…

‘Flat-Out Lying’: Critics Reject Biden Effort to Re-Write History on His Support for US Invasion of Iraq

“Biden claiming to have been against the Iraq War from the start is arguably the most outlandish lie any Democrat has told this campaign.”


‘That Corruption Needs to End’: Biden Urged to Cancel Fundraiser With Fossil Fuel Executive Day After Climate Crisis Forum

“If Biden is serious about taking on the power of the fossil fuel lobby, why is he going to a fundraiser hosted by the co-founder of a natural gas company?”


…Joe is a sad/bad joke… if he had an ounce of integrity he would withdraw…
Trump supporters are raising funds to silence journalists through personal attacks

...who cares about the Constitution?...

Trump shows fake hurricane map in apparent bid to validate incorrect tweet

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/04/trump-hurricane-dorian-alabama-sharpie-map

...this man is a clear and present danger to the health and safety of all Americans, not only was this against the law but dangerous as well and he must be removed from office, preferably to a mental health clinic where he might receive the appropriate care he needs, he is ill and a danger to himself and others yet no one acts on our behalf...beware, be aware, everyone has a gun and you are on your own...
there is a debate going on about the Climate Crisis on CNN with the democratic candidates…good idea…we can then fully understand who falls short of the Green New Deal proposed by Senator Sanders…#1, this isn’t a “crisis” it is an Emergency, #2, 1/2 measures will not work this should be a call for all hands on deck, we aren’t there yet, maybe this will reveal just how far behind the 8-ball we are…here is the Green New Deal in PDF form so you see for yourself what is truly needed Today not somewhere years down the line, we do not have the time…The Green New Deal

Ahead of Climate Forum, Bernie Sanders Urges All 2020 Democrats to Back Federal Fracking Ban

“Any proposal to avert the climate crisis must include a full fracking ban on public and private lands,” declared Sanders


…the Green New Deal…his stand against fracking…this is what Leadership looks, acts and sounds like…he understands the emergency…
...there have been some changes here since the 2nd of September, maybe you noticed, maybe not, been thinking of taking this site down, we both are kinda tired of being Tin Cans...

JUDY COLLINS & GRAHAM NASH - "I Think It's Going To Rain, Today" 1990
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